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ABSTRACT  
Domain-specific modeling (DSM) is one major building block of model-driven engineering. By moving from the solution space to the problem space, systems are designed by domain experts. The benefits of DSM are not unique to the design of systems, the specification and verification of desired properties of the designed systems by the help of DSM seems the next logical step. However, this latter aspect is often neglected by DSM approaches or only supported by translating design models to formal representations on which temporal properties are defined and evaluated. Obviously, this transition to the solution space is in contradiction with DSM.

To shift the specification and verification tasks to the DSM level, we extend traditional Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSMLs) for design with ProMoBox, a language family of consisting of three DSMLs covering design, property specification, and verification results. Property languages generated by ProMoBox are specifically tailored to ease the development of temporal patterns as well as structural patterns needed to describe the desired properties of the system’s design by domain engineers in the DSML’s concrete syntax. Furthermore, to allow to formulate temporal properties in a high-level of abstraction, we formalize Dwyer’s specification patterns [4] for defining temporal patterns as a DSML. With the help of this DSML, domain engineers are able to express temporal properties for finite state verification such as absence, existence, or universality. To ease the development of structural patterns to be checked on snapshots of the system’s execution states, we propose an auto-

1. INTRODUCTION  
Domain-specific modeling (DSM) is one major building block of model-driven engineering (MDE) [8]. By providing languages that are specific to the problem space and no longer to the solution space, systems are designable by domain experts while model transformations are taking care of achieving the transition to the solution space. Although, most DSM approaches focus on generating efficiently and effectively production code from high-level models, the benefits of DSM are not unique to the design task. In similar ways, other engineering tasks may benefit from DSM. In particular, the specification and verification of desired temporal properties for the designed systems is becoming more and more important to develop high-quality systems in general and in particular in MDE [7]. Thus, supporting these tasks by DSM seems the next important step to provide a holistic DSM experience to domain engineers. However, specifying and verifying properties is often neglected by current DSM approaches or only supported by translating system models to representations executable by model checkers on which temporal properties are defined and analyzed. Obviously, this transition to the solution space is in contradiction with DSM. The need to raise the level of abstraction for specification and verification tasks is also stressed by a recent publication by Visser et al. [24] on how to successfully apply model checking. The authors stress that the effective application of model checking requires that the input/output models that are consumed/produced by a model checker should be hidden from domain engineers.

To shift the specification and verification tasks to the DSM level, we propose ProMoBox for generating and operationalizing a family of domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs) for a given DSM, covering not only design modeling as supported by traditional DSMLs, but also property specification and verification results visualization. Property languages generated by ProMoBox are specifically tailored to ease the development of temporal patterns as well as structural patterns needed to describe the desired properties of the system’s design by domain engineers in the DSML’s concrete syntax. Furthermore, to allow to formulate temporal properties in a high-level of abstraction, we formalize Dwyer’s specification patterns [4] for defining temporal patterns as a DSML. With the help of this DSML, domain engineers are able to express temporal properties for finite state verification such as absence, existence, or universality. To ease the development of structural patterns to be checked on snapshots of the system’s execution states, we propose an auto-
and thus, benefit from analyzing methods provided out-of-al. [21] map the operational semantics of DSMLs to Maude, described in terms of state machines [1, 14, 22]. Rivera et al. [23] have been applied to check the behavior of systems models described in UML. Collaboration and sequence diagrams have been applied to verify the behavior of systems models described in UML. The CHARMY approach [20] offers support for architectural verification of concurrent systems. The CHARMY approach [20] offers support for architectural verification of concurrent systems. For instance, Cimatti et al. [2] have proposed a specialized technique based on [16, 23] that is able to produce a specialized language from a given DSML tailored to express structural patterns. The language for defining structural patterns is inspired by PaMoMo [10, 11], a language for defining structural patterns on models supporting several kinds of different patterns such as enabling, positive, and negative patterns. Finally, we introduce the possibility to define quantifiers for temporal properties to express complex properties in a more concise manner, e.g., every element of a certain type has to fulfill a certain property. Properties expressed in ProMoBox generated languages are automatically translatable to Promela and Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and checked by SPIN [12]. By this approach, the modeler is shielded from the complexity of formal representations but at the same time not only the system’s design is given as a domain-specific model, but also the properties as well as the verification results. The latter are produced in a form that allows to replay the counter-example computed by SPIN on the DSM level if a property is violated.

We demonstrate ProMoBox for statecharts and show based on an elevator example how properties are defined and verification results are visualized. Note that the current focus of ProMoBox is on partially ordered finite state transition systems. Integrating the notion of time in ProMoBox to support the specification of real-time properties, or supporting continuous-value systems, is left as subject to future work.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview on the state-of-the-art of property languages used in MDE and motivates our approach. In Section 3, we introduce the running example for the subsequent sections. Section 4 introduces our approach ProMoBox. Section 5 shows for the running example how properties can be specified and verified by a generated ProMoBox for statecharts. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper with an outlook on future work.

2. RELATED WORK

With respect to the contribution of this paper, we distinguish three threads of related work. First, we consider approaches that translate models to formal representations to specify and verify properties that are created specifically for one modeling language. Second, we discuss approaches that have a more general view on providing specification and verification support for modeling languages. Third, we shortly elaborate on approaches that have inspired our concrete transformation from statecharts to Promela.

Specific Solutions. In the last decade, a plethora of language-specific approaches have been presented to define properties and verification results for different kind of design-oriented languages. For instance, Cimatti et al. [2] have proposed to verify component-based systems by using scenarios specified as Message Sequence Charts. Li et al. [18] also apply Message Sequence Charts for specifying scenarios for verifying concurrent systems. The CHARMY approach [20] offers amongst other features, verification support for architectural models described in UML. Collaboration and sequence diagrams have been applied to check the behavior of systems described in terms of state machines [1, 14, 22]. Rivera et al. [21] map the operational semantics of DSMLs to Maude, and thus, benefit from analyzing methods provided out-of-the-box of Maude environments such as checking of temporal properties specified in LTL.

These mentioned approaches are just a few examples that aim at specifying temporal properties for models and verifying them by model checkers. However, these approaches offer language-specific property languages or LTL properties have to be defined directly on the formal representation. Thus, these approaches are not aiming to support DSMLs designers in the task of building domain-specific property languages.

Generic Solutions. There are some approaches that aim to shift the specification and verification tasks to the model level in a more generalized manner. First of all, there are approaches that use an extended version of OCL, called Temporal OCL (TOCL) [26], for defining temporal properties on models. As OCL can be used in combination with any modeling language, TOCL can be seen as a generic model-based property language as well. In [25, 3] the authors discuss and apply a pattern to extend modeling languages with events, traces, and further runtime concepts to represent the state of a model’s execution and to use TOCL for defining properties that are verified by mapping the system models as well as the properties expressed in TOCL to formal domains that provide verification support. In addition, not only the input for model checkers is automatically produced, but also the output, i.e., the verification results, is translated back to the model level. The authors explain the choice of using TOCL to be able to express properties at the business domain level, because TOCL is close to OCL and should be therefore familiar to domain engineers. However, they also state that early feedback of applying their approach has shown that TOCL is still not well suited to many domain engineers and they state in future work that more tailored languages may be of help for the domain engineers. The work of this paper goes directly in this direction. We are employing specification patterns to ease the development of temporal patterns and we allow to model structural patterns as model fragments using the notation of the modeling language. Thus, the domain engineers are able to use the notation they are familiar with for defining properties and exploring the verification results.

Another approach that aims to define temporal properties on the model level in a generic way is presented in [13]. The authors extend a language for defining structural patterns based on Story Diagrams [6] to allow for modeling temporal patterns as well. The resulting language allows to define conditionally timed scenarios stating the partial order of structural patterns. They authors argue that their language is more accessible for domain engineers, because their language allow to decompose more complex temporal properties into smaller ones by if-then-else decomposition and quantification over free variables is possible. Their approach is tailored to engineers that are familiar to work with UML class diagrams and UML object diagrams as their notation is heavily based on the concepts of these two languages. Furthermore, they explain how the specification patterns of Dwyer et al. [4] are encoded in their language, but there is no language-inherent support to explicitly model these patterns. In this work, we tackle these two issues in the context of DSM, namely to explicitly model the specification pat-
terms instead of encoding them in a more general language as well as to allow to reuse the notation of the domain engineers even for specifying the temporal properties.

Formalization of statecharts in SPIN. There exists a huge body of knowledge about giving semantics to statecharts by mapping to SPIN, e.g., [1, 17, 19, 22] to name just a few. In this paper, we follow the existing work on how to map statecharts to SPIN in order to end up with efficiently analyzable specifications.

3. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
This section introduces a running example, namely an elevator that will subsequently illustrate our approach. The system is implemented as a statechart shown in Fig. 1. Transitions are triggered by events and/or guards (in square brackets) that take the currently active state into account. The system we aim to verify is an elevator with three floors. As usual, the elevator has three buttons in its cabin, for requesting to go to each floor. Additionally, on each floor there are buttons to request going up or down, but on the bottom/top floor there is no button to request to go down/up. Button presses are implemented as events, and are handled by an orthogonal component for each button. In these components the state for requesting a floor becomes active if the button is pressed and if the lift does not have its doors open (i.e., idle) at that floor. When the lift opens its door at a requested floor, associated requests are voided. The internal controller of the elevator is represented by the ElevatorState composite state, containing three orthogonal components denoting the elevator’s position, activity and direction. The elevator can change floors if it is moving and goes up or down. The behaviour for activity and direction is modeled as follows:

- guard [u2d]: the elevator starts moving when there is a floor request that is not for the current floor, modeled by the guard;
- guard [m2l]: the elevator stops moving when it is at a floor for which there was a request in the cabin, or when there was a request outside the cabin to go in the same direction the elevator was going;
- guards [a2d] and [d2u]: the elevator changes direction when there is no request following the direction the elevator is heading, but there is a request in the opposite direction.

Note that this model is verbose and not easily scalable, e.g., if an additional floor is added. We argue that such a model can be automatically generated from a DSML for elevators, which is exactly what we intend to do in further research, where we want to pull up the ProMoBox further to higher abstraction levels.

For this system, we want to be able to verify the following requirements:

- ReachesFloor: when a request for any floor is made, the elevator eventually opens its doors at that floor;
- SkipFloorOnce: when a request for any floor is made, the elevator opens its doors at the latest the second time it passes that floor.

It is clear that it cannot be immediately concluded whether the system satisfies these requirements by just looking at Fig. 1. The requirements and a possible counter-example should be modeled and visualized as properties at the correct level of abstraction (i.e., statecharts).

4. THE PROMOBOX APPROACH
In this section, we present and motivate the ProMoBox approach. A ProMoBox is a language box that allows a modeller to design the system, specify properties, and visualize traces of possible counter-examples for failing properties. The contribution of this paper can be split up into two parts: the introduction of the ProMoBox and the automatic support for generating such a ProMoBox from a given meta-model. After giving an architectural overview in the following, we introduce the Property Language and Snapshot Language that will form, together with the Design Language, the ProMoBox. Finally we present how to generate a such a ProMoBox.

4.1 Overview
The Statecharts ProMoBox, and its translation to Promela models as well as the translation of traces back from SPIN to statecharts, is presented in Fig. 2. An architectural overview
is given of the scenario where the *ReachesFloor* property is verified on the elevator model. A *ProMoBox* (the grey box on top) consists of three languages, the Design Language, the Properties Language and the Snapshot Language. The Design Language allows the modeler to design the system in the traditional way. The Properties Language allows the modeler to define properties over the designed system by using a combination of quantifiers, temporal patterns and structural patterns on the model's state. The Snapshot Language allows to visualize a run-time state of the system, thus allowing an execution trace to be visualized as a sequence of snapshots. A key aspect of the *ProMoBox* is that the concrete syntax of these languages is as close as possible to the modeling language, so that the modeler can optimally use them.

The design model is transformed by a model-to-text transformation to Promela code. To this end, we used an extension of the algorithm introduced by Latella et al. [17]. We extended this translation in two ways. Firstly, we generate print statements that print out system states, system events and input events. We will use these later to generate traces. Secondly, we added the notion of an environment that automatically generates input events. These event generators are implemented the same way as orthogonal regions, and it is made sure that every event has an equal occurrence probability, which can be influenced by a compiler flag for "slowing down" the generation of events. Two modes exist for the transformation: one generates a process type for each orthogonal region, and one introduces determinism by including all orthogonal regions in a single process type, thus achieving verification speed-ups.

A property is transformed to an LTL formula. This process is presented more in detail below. The SPIN tool is used to verify the low-level Promela code that the modeler is "just" notified with a message. In case of finding a counterexample, a SPIN trail file is used that contains the steps that were followed to obtain the counter-example. Consequently, the Promela code is executed following the steps of trail file, and as a side-effect, all states, system events and input events are printed out. The resulting trace can be filtered per type of state/event. The trace that was produced when executing the counter-example is filtered for system states, which are converted to a sequence of models in the Snapshot Language. These can be displayed by automatically transforming the design model to a snapshot model (thus maintaining the model layout the modeler is familiar with, while adding run-time information) and showing system states step-by-step.

### 4.2 The languages of the *ProMoBox*

As mentioned before, all three languages of the *ProMoBox* should be familiar to the modeler. Consequently, the abstract and concrete syntax is re-used when possible. We therefore start with one *root meta-model* of the statecharts language, shown in Fig. 3. This meta-model comprises more than just the Design Language, as it also contains language constructs for expressing the *dynamic state* of the model as also proposed by dynamic metamodeling approaches [5]. The parts of a meta-model that are dynamic are annotated with the *runtime* stereotype. In the case of the statecharts language, the *is_active* attribute would not be present in the static Design Language. On the contrary, the Snapshot Language includes all *runtime* constructs, as its purpose is visualizing the dynamic state of the model. The concrete syntaxes of the Design Language and the Snapshot Language are very similar. An instance of the Statechart Design Language is shown in Fig. 1, whereas a Snapshot instance looks the same, but can have certain states flagged as active, which is showed by coloring the state grey.

Property Languages are built out of four components as shown in Fig. 4. These are discussed below.

[A] the quantification of the formula by (i) *forAll* or *exists* clause(s), and (ii) corresponding structural pattern(s). The modeler can choose to model a property for all elements that match the associated structural pattern. This structural pattern is evaluated on the static model (i.e., in the case of statecharts, without the *is_active* attribute). Consequently, the property must be satisfied for all, or for one (depending on the quantifier) match(es) of the structural pattern. The resulting matches can be re-used as bound
variables in the property. The quantification is statically compiled to Promela and/or-conjunctions of temporal patterns, taking the design model into account. Quantification patterns can be nested, or can contain a temporal pattern.

[B] the temporal pattern, based on Dwyer’s specification patterns [4]. The temporal pattern allows the user to specify a pattern over a given scope, e.g., “the absence of P after the occurrence of Q”, or “P is responded by S, between occurrences of Q and R” (with proposition variables P, S, Q and R). Over 90% of the properties that were investigated by Dwyer et al. can be expressed in this simple framework [4]. Temporal patterns are compiled to Promela LTL formulas according to [4], with empty spots for proposition values. Up to four proposition variables of the temporal patterns are expressed as structural patterns, that represent patterns on one snapshot of the system.

[C] the structural pattern, based on PaMoMo [11], for both static (when attached to a quantification) as well as dynamic (when attached to a temporal pattern) models. Using a structural pattern, a query can be defined on a model, in case of a static pattern returning all bound variables in found matches, and in case of a dynamic pattern returning true if at least one match is found or false when no match is found. In our current approach, we use an ad-hoc matching algorithm, but we intend to re-use the matching algorithm presented in [23]. Only a small part of PaMoMo’s expressiveness is displayed in Fig. 4, but this suffices for defining most properties. Of course, the meta-model can be extended with additional language constructs. A StructuralPattern, and a ModelElement can hold a condition, which returns true by default and is in our current approach modeled as a string. A model element serves as the superclass for pattern elements, that are specific to the modeling language. Structural patterns are compiled to Promela boolean expressions.

[D] the pattern elements, based on the RAM process. The elements of a structural pattern are based on the root meta-model but need to be changed in several ways in order to allow the modeler to specify patterns that are match in model fragments. A similar problem exists when constructing a pattern language for creating a meta-model for transformation rules, and is formalized by the RAM process [16, 23]. In this process, all classes are subclasses of ModelElement and have a label (for binding variables) and a condition, attribute types are now conditions, no more classes are abstract classes, and all lower bounds of association multiplicities are set to 0. Pattern elements are compiled to their corresponding Promela variable names, which can be used in the Promela boolean expression of the structural pattern.

Note that only component D depends on (and can be automatically generated from) the meta-model of the design language, while components A, B and C are generic. Consequently, our approach is applicable to other meta-modelled languages.

4.3 Generating a ProMoBox

The three languages in the ProMoBox are automatically generated from a root meta-model like the one shown in Fig. 3. The generation of the Design Language is done by taking the root meta-model and removing all language constructs that are flagged runtime flags. The generation of the Snapshot Language is done by taking the root meta-model and keeping all constructs, but simply removing the runtime flags. Generating the Properties Language requires merging the generic properties template (parts A, B and C in Fig. 4) with a language for structural patterns (part D in Fig. 4) that is based on the root meta-model. Using the RAM process [23], the meta-model of Fig. 3 can be automatically transformed to a pattern meta-model (part D in Fig. 4).

Our approach is realized in the tool AToM³, which allowed us to specify transformations on meta-models and model-to-text transformations. It is provided on our website at http://msdl.cs.mcgill.ca/people/bart/promobox. We consider this work to be a prelude to the more specific case of generating a ProMoBox for any DSML meta-model, including its translation to a semantic domain such as the statecharts. In that way, the modeler can design and verify systems at an even more appropriate level of abstraction, while, as in traditional DSML engineering, only one root meta-model and a semantic mapping has to be modeled.

5. THE STATECHART PROMOBOX

In this section, the statecharts ProMoBox is applied for the motivating example. The ReachesFloor property is expressed in the Property Language in Fig. 5. The concrete syntax is a combination of a generic syntax for properties, and re-used syntax of the statecharts DSML. The ReachesFloor property contains a forAll quantifier (on the left side), with an associated structural pattern, visualized by the leftmost grey box. This static pattern binds all states to the variable name floor, that are inside an orthogonal region named Position (modeled as a constraint over the name attribute). Thus, the property will be evaluated “for all floors”, and in the case of the Fig. 1 model, floor0, floor1 and floor2 will be bound one after the other, yielding three LTL formulas, concatenated by an and-clause. On the right side, the temporal pattern is shown. We will verify the “existence” of the lift being at that floor (represented by the bound floor state being active - colored grey), and its doors being open (represented by the idle state being active), after one of the buttons for that floor is pressed (represented by the states goN, upN or downN being active, where N is the same number as the bound floor state’s name ending number). Note that in the case where floor0 is bound, no down0 state exists, and that or-option will be automatically discarded. Similarly, there is no “up”-option for floor2.

Next to this visual concrete syntax, we built an alternative
user interface for defining properties in the form of a wizard menu, where one can select the desired temporal pattern, and structural patterns are still modeled explicitly.

The LTL formula for the ReachesFloor property contains of 31 operators and 20 proposition variables, and nests brackets up to 7 levels deep. The SkipFloorOnce property even results in a formula of 107 operators and 82 proposition variables, and brackets depth of 11. Clearly writing or maintaining such a LTL formula is impractical. Verifying whether the model shown in Fig. 1 satisfies the ReachesFloor or SkipFloorOnce property with a maximum search depth of 10000 (which is sufficient to explore the full state space), is done within minutes.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented ProMoBox to generate a family of languages for a given DSML to allow domain engineers to specify and verify properties on the DSM level. With the support of the family of languages and model transformations, domain engineers specify properties that are verifiable by current model checkers with the help of Property Languages. Furthermore, the result of the verification, i.e., the counter-example in case a property is violated, is reviewed replayed on the DSM level. With a case study of modeling an elevator system in terms of statecharts we have demonstrated how properties can be defined on this level of abstraction and translated them to Promela and LTL for verification in SPIN. The model checker results, most interestingly the counter-examples in case properties are not fulfilled, are used to animate the trace by a snapshot sequence language on the DSM level.

While in this paper we have presented an important step towards ProMoBoxes, there are several open issues for future work. First, our plan is to go one step higher in the abstraction level, e.g., providing an elevator DSM on top of statecharts, and reuse the current framework as an intermediate layer to provide model checking possibilities for several DSM that fit their semantics on state/transition systems. Second, in our current ProMoBoxes, we have no means to specify real-time properties. This problem may be tackled in a similar way as we did it for partial order state properties, namely to make use of documented patterns for the real-time property domain [15, 9] and formulate them as DSML.
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